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Abstract

Hydrogen bonds play important roles in protein folding and protein–ligand interac-

tions, particularly in specific protein–DNA recognition. However, the distributions of

hydrogen bonds, especially hydrogen bond energy (HBE) in different types of

protein–ligand complexes, is unknown. Here we performed a comparative analysis of

hydrogen bonds among three non-redundant datasets of protein–protein, protein–

peptide, and protein–DNA complexes. Besides comparing the number of hydrogen

bonds in terms of types and locations, we investigated the distributions of HBE. Our

results indicate that while there is no significant difference of hydrogen bonds within

protein chains among the three types of complexes, interfacial hydrogen bonds are

significantly more prevalent in protein–DNA complexes. More importantly, the inter-

facial hydrogen bonds in protein–DNA complexes displayed a unique energy distribu-

tion of strong and weak hydrogen bonds whereas majority of the interfacial

hydrogen bonds in protein–protein and protein–peptide complexes are of predomi-

nantly high strength with low energy. Moreover, there is a significant difference in

the energy distributions of minor groove hydrogen bonds between protein–DNA

complexes with different binding specificity. Highly specific protein–DNA complexes

contain more strong hydrogen bonds in the minor groove than multi-specific com-

plexes, suggesting important role of minor groove in specific protein–DNA recogni-

tion. These results can help better understand protein–DNA interactions and have

important implications in improving quality assessments of protein–DNA complex

models.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Proteins interact with DNA, peptides, and other proteins to form mac-

romolecular assemblies that carry out fundamental and essential bio-

logical functions.1 Protein–DNA (PD) complexes, for example, play

critical roles in the regulation of gene expression, histone packaging,

DNA replication, repair, modification, and recombination.2 The inter-

actions between protein and DNA display different degrees of speci-

ficity that ranges from highly specific to nonspecific.3 Protein–peptide

(PT) interactions account for up to 40% of cellular interactions and are
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involved in mediating signal transduction, regulating apoptotic path-

ways, and immune responses.4–6 Protein–protein (PP) interactions

form essential complexes like hormone–receptor, antibody–antigen,

and protease–inhibitor, which control cell signaling, electron transport,

signal transduction, and cell metabolism.7 Disruptions in these interac-

tions can cause serious medical conditions such as cancer, cardiovas-

cular, and neurodegenerative disorders.7–10 Knowledge of detailed

interactions among these complexes at atomic resolution is therefore

essential to understanding the underlying mechanisms that govern

biochemical processes. It also has important implications in biomedical

applications such as protein–ligand docking, in silico design of inhibi-

tors and interfaces, and virtual screening of drugs library in the phar-

maceutical industry.

Hydrogen bonds (HBs) play key roles in conferring binding speci-

ficity of macromolecular complexes.11–14 An HB is generally consid-

ered as a weak, electrostatic interaction between a polar acceptor

atom that carries a lone pair of electrons and a hydrogen atom that is

covalently linked to a polar atom, oriented toward each other at an

equilibrium distance. This orientation- and distance-dependent nature

of HBs is vital in providing the shape and chemical complementarity

for selective recognition and binding of complexes.12 In PD com-

plexes, for example, HBs play a key role in DNA base readout by pro-

teins and act as the major contributor to binding specificity that is

vital for the biomolecular function of protein–DNA complexes.15 The

recognition of DNA by proteins is guided by an innate hydrogen-

bonding pattern that generates an initial unstable nonspecific, inter-

mediate complex with high energy.16–19 While most of this recogni-

tion is expected to occur through the signature hydrogen-bonding

pattern in the major groove, many DNA binding proteins also bind to

the minor groove through hydrogen bonding and shape readout.15,20

Later, this complex transitions to a stable and highly specific low

energy state through reversible structural deformations that are also

guided by a specific HB pattern.12 In PP complexes, HBs influence sta-

bility as well as binding specificity at the interface.14 Interfacial hydro-

philic sidechains of a PP complex have a high charge density that is

stabilized primarily through hydrogen bonding. Buried polar atoms at

the interface not involved in hydrogen bonding may destabilize the

complex.21–24 Peptide binding, on the other hand, utilizes HBs to

improve interface packing density as well as minimize the entropic

cost of transitioning from a highly flexible, unstructured peptide to a

well-defined rigid structure in a complex with protein.25 On average,

PT interface contains more HBs per 100 Å2 interface area when com-

pared to PP interface and PT interface HBs generally are more linearly

oriented.25 In addition to binding, HBs are the primary driving force in

folding of protein chains into core secondary structures such as alpha

helices and beta sheets and base pairing in nucleic acids.11 HBs also

bring flexibility to the structure, which is central to the dynamic nature

of proteins and plays a key role in allosteric, catalytic, and binding

activities.11,26

The role of HBs in binding and folding of complexes has previ-

ously been studied as individual cases as well as a group of

cases.18,27–30 Mandel-Gutfreund et al. studied different types of HBs

at the interface of 28 X-ray crystal structures of protein–DNA

complexes. The HBs were classified according to the types of donor

and acceptor atoms, such as backbone, sidechain, or base edges.13 Xu

et al. performed a similar analysis on 319 protein–protein com-

plexes.14 London et al. compared the types of HBs at the interface

and within protein chains of 103 protein–peptide complexes. They

further compared the types of HBs in protein–peptide complexes to

those in protein–protein complexes.25 Rawat and Biswas in 2011 per-

formed a comparison of HBs along with several other structural fea-

tures to investigate the role of flexibility in protein–DNA, protein–

RNA, and protein–protein complexes.31 Jiang et al. demonstrated that

in protein–protein complexes, the average energy contribution of a

HB is �30%.32 Zhou and Wang recently compared short HBs, where

donor–acceptor distance is less than 2.7 Å, in 1663 high-quality pro-

tein, protein–ligand, and protein–nucleic acid structures.33 Itoh et al.

showed that the interaction energy of even the weaker N+ C H���O
HBs is comparable to other protein–ligand interactions such as π–π

interactions suggesting the importance of considering HB energy in

drug design.34

While analyses based on the number of HBs with a single energy

cutoff or a distance/angle cutoff can provide useful information about

the role of HBs in protein–ligand interaction, they have an intrinsic

flaw since strong and weak HBs are treated equally. Moreover, the

distributions of interfacial HBs in terms of HB strength or HB energy

in protein–ligand complexes, and more importantly, the distributions

of interfacial HB energy among different types of protein-ligand com-

plexes remain unknown. To address these issues, in this study, we

performed a holistic statistical comparative analysis of HBs across

interfaces and within protein chains (intrachain) among PP, PT, and

PD complexes to get an insight into their roles in each type of com-

plexes. In addition to comparing the types and locations of HBs in

each type of complexes, we investigated the HB energy distributions

and found significant differences among these three types of com-

plexes, especially a unique pattern in protein–DNA complexes. To the

best of our knowledge, an HB energy-based large-scale comparison of

macromolecular complexes has never been explored before.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Datasets

Seven previously published and widely used datasets of protein–

DNA, protein–peptide, and protein–protein complexes were

selected, including three datasets of protein–DNA complexes:

highly specific (HS), multi-specific (MS),3 and rigid docking protein–

DNA (RDPD) complexes35; two protein–peptide complex datasets:

LEADS–PEP,36 and InterPep37; and two datasets for protein–

protein complexes: an updated M-TASSER dimer library38 and the

protein–protein Docking benchmark (RDPP, version 5)39 (Table 1).

Since the M-TASSER dimer library was published over 10 years

ago, we generated an updated dataset, called Protein Homo/

Heterodimer Library (PHDL) using some of the guidelines described

in the original paper (Table S1).
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Each of the three datasets for PD represents a specific category

of protein–DNA complexes. The HS dataset comprises 29 PD com-

plexes with high binding specificity between protein and DNA

whereas the MS dataset comprises 104 cases, in which proteins can

bind to multiple conserved DNA sequences.3 The RDPD dataset con-

sists of 38 highly diverse nonredundant TF-DNA complexes that

cover 11 structural folds, 15 super-families, and 28 families.35

The two PT complex datasets differ mainly in the peptide chain

lengths. InterPep comprises protein complexes with peptides ranging

from 5 to 25 amino acids whereas peptides in LEADS-PEP are 3–12

amino acids long.36,37 InterPep is a larger dataset with 502 X-ray and

NMR structures, which was originally developed for testing a peptide-

binding site prediction pipeline.37 LEADS-PEP, on the other hand, is a

much smaller dataset with 53 carefully curated and widely used com-

plexes designed specifically for peptide-based therapeutics and pep-

tide docking. It contains only X-ray crystal structures with a resolution

better than 2 Å.36

The complexes in the PP datasets differ mainly in size and definition

of interaction unit. The protein–protein docking benchmark (RDPP) has

230 complex structures that were experimentally solved with

corresponding unbound components available.39 The structures in the

RDPP dataset represent a diverse combination of antigen–antibody,

enzyme–substrate, enzyme–regulatory complex, GPCR proteins, and

several other classes of proteins. The docking benchmark defines a true

interaction as one that has functional significance as identified in the lit-

erature and agreed upon by the scientific community. The second PP

dataset PHDL, a protein homo/heterodimer library, determines the olig-

omeric state from PDB files.40 PHDL contains nonredundant

heterodimers (Table S1A) and homodimers (Table S1B), where no two

chains share more than 30% sequence identity with each other and each

interacting partner has at least 40 amino acids.

In addition to these individual datasets, we pooled the datasets of

the same type of complexes together and generated three larger, non-

redundant, and highly diverse datasets (Figure 1): (i) PDnrall, a

TABLE 1 The protein–DNA, protein–peptide, and protein–protein datasets

Types Datasets
Number of
complexes

Experimental method
and selection criteria Ligand

Average
interface area

Protein–DNA Highly specific 28 X-ray (≤3 Å)

R-factor <0.3

Double-stranded DNA �1100 Å2

Multi-specific 105 X-ray (≤3 Å)

R-factor <0.3

Double-stranded DNA �700 Å2

Rigid docking 38 X-ray (≤3 Å) Double-stranded DNA �1100 Å2

Protein–peptide InterPep 502 X-ray (≤3 Å) or NMR 5–25 residues �665 Å2

LEADS-PEP 53 X-ray (<2 Å)

R-factor < 0.3

3–12 residues �512 Å2

Protein–protein Protein homo/

heterodimer library

2608 X-ray (≤3 Å) >40 residues per protein chain �1374 Å2

Docking Benchmark V5 230 X-ray (≤3.25 Å) ≥30 residues per protein chain �1847 Å2

F IGURE 1 A flow chart for generating non-redundant datasets of protein–protein, protein–peptide, and protein–DNA complexes
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protein–DNA dataset comprising HS, MS, and RDPD; (ii) PTnrall, a

protein–peptide dataset comprising LEADS-PEP and InterPep; and

(iii) PPnrall, a protein–protein dataset comprising PHDL and RDPP.

The redundancy after combining the respective datasets was removed

with PISCES using a sequence identity cutoff of 30%,41 which

resulted in 2724 non-redundant protein–protein complexes (PPnrall),

346 non-redundant protein–peptide complexes (PTnrall), and

126 non-redundant protein–DNA complexes (PDnrall).

2.2 | Dataset processing

The datasets were filtered rigorously for accurate analysis. In case of

multiple models for one native structure as in the NMR entries, only

the first model was selected. All the heteroatoms, including water

molecules, were removed since we do not consider solvation effects

for the sake of simplicity and fair comparison. Proteins that have resi-

dues with insertion codes were renumbered accordingly. Since consid-

ering the alternate locations of a residue in an experimentally solved

crystal structure may result in over counting the number of HBs, only

the state with the highest occupancy for a given residue was included

for analysis. The complexes with internal missing residues, that is, resi-

dues that are not on the N or C terminal of the chain were discarded.

Finally, interactions between proteins and ligands were calculated

based on interaction units for complexes composed of multiple chains

of proteins and ligands. For example, 4FQI protein unit has two

chains H, L and the ligand unit has six chains A, B, C, D, E, and F. For

such cases, we only considered the inter-unit interaction between

protein and ligand. In the case of 4FQI, H and L were identified as one

unit while ABCDEF as another unit.

2.3 | Identification of HBs

Two widely used HB annotation programs, FIRST (Floppy Inclusion

and Rigid Substructure Topography) and HBPLUS, were used to iden-

tify HBs with default parameters.42,43 Reduce was used to add hydro-

gen atoms to pdb files for FIRST HB calculations while HBPLUS

calculates the hydrogen atom positions within the program.44 FIRST

employs an energy-based approach and the HB energy is calculated

as in Equation (1).42,45

EHB ¼V0 5
d0
d

� �12

�6
d0
d

� �10
( )

F θ,ϕ,φð Þ ð1Þ

where d is the donor–acceptor distance. d0 (2.8 Å) and V0 (8 kcal/mol)

represent the equilibrium distance and well-depth, respectively.46 The

angle term F(θ,ϕ,φ) is calculated based on the hybridization state of

the acceptor and donor atoms, where θ is the donor–hydrogen–

acceptor angle, ϕ is the hydrogen–acceptor–base angle, and φ is the

angle between the normals of the planes defined by the six atoms

attached to the sp2 center as described by Dahiyat et al.45 The FIRST

program was used for both the number of HBs annotations using a

widely used HB energy cutoff of �0.6 kcal/mol as well as for HB

energy-based analysis. HBPLUS identifies HB with a distance–angle

approach and defines the optimal distance between the donor and

acceptor as 2.5 Å or smaller and the optimal angle as 90� or higher.43

2.4 | Interface analysis and comparison

Since the interface sizes are different among different types of com-

plexes (Table 1), in order to accurately assess the roles of HB at the

interface of PP, PT, and PD complexes, the numbers of HBs were

compared with respect to the interfacial surface area. The interfacial

surface area (iSA) of a complex was calculated using NACCESS v2.1.1

with default parameters as shown in Equation (2):

iSA¼ SAPþSAL�SAC

2
ð2Þ

where SAp and SAL represent the surface area of protein and ligand,

respectively, and SAC is the surface area of the protein–ligand com-

plex. For multichain components, SAP is the surface area of the protein

unit while SAL is the surface area of the ligand unit.

The HB distributions were compared at three different aspects:

HB types, HB locations, and HB energy ranges. The types of HB were

grouped depending on the types of atoms involved in hydrogen bond-

ing, sidechain (or base in DNA), or backbone. HB types include SC–SC

(representing sidechain–sidechain in PP and PT or sidechain–base in

PD), BB–BB (for backbone–backbone), and Mixed type (for SC–BB or

BB–SC). A union of all three types encompasses all HBs (HBall). The

SC–SC HBs, also termed here as HBSP, are generally considered more

specific in molecular recognition and binding as the backbone atoms

are the same for each type of molecules, protein, or DNA. There are

two different HB location types, interface (between proteins and

ligands), and intrachain (within proteins).

We divided hydrogen bond energy (HBE) from the FIRST program

into four categories based on different energy cutoffs used in previ-

ous studies17,42,48 and personal communication with the FIRST pro-

gram developer as shown in Table 2.

2.5 | Statistical tests

Wilcoxon rank-sum test was employed to assess if there are signifi-

cant differences between samples across datasets. Chi-squared

TABLE 2 Hydrogen bond energy (HBE) categories based on
energy ranges

Category HBE range (kcal/mol)

I �0.6 ≤ HBE < �0.1

II �1.0 ≤ HBE < �0.6

III �1.5 ≤ HBE < �1.0

IV HBE < �1.5
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goodness of fit test was used to test the categorical distributions of

types and the energy of HBs at interface and within intrachain.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | HBs at the interface of complexes

We first compared the number of HBall and HBSP in PDnrall, PPnrall,

and PTnrall datasets. Based on HB annotations from FIRST with the

widely used energy cutoff of �0.6 kcal/mol,48 we found that the

number of interface HBall and the number of interface HBSP in PD

complexes are significantly higher than those in the PP and PT com-

plexes (Figure 2A,B). The number of HBall and HBSP in PT complexes

are significantly less than those in PP complexes (Figure 2A,B). Results

from HBPLUS are consistent with the data from FIRST except that

the number of HBSP in PP complexes is larger than that in PD com-

plexes with HBPLUS (Figure S1A,B). Interestingly, when the FIRST

energy cutoff is set at �0.1 kcal/mol, the results are more similar to

the HBPLUS data (Figure S2A,B).

Since the interface areas among the three types of complexes are

different with PP complexes having the largest average interfacial area

and PT complexes having the smallest average interfacial area

(Table 1), comparing the raw number of interface HBs might be biased

towards the complexes with a larger contact surface. Therefore, we

normalized the number of interface HBs, HBall, and HBSP, by the

interfacial surface area (iSA). Figure 2C,D shows that both HBall/iSA

and HBSP/iSA ratios of PD complexes are significantly higher than

those in the PP complexes and PT complexes. There is a clear pattern

for the iSA normalized HBSP, PD > PP > PT. When the analyses were

carried out with HBPLUS, the results are consistent with the results

from FIRST (Figure S1). Even though no significant difference of the

ratio HBall/iSA from FIRST is found between PP and PT complexes

for a two-tailed test (Figure 2C), one-tailed test with a null hypothesis

that HBall/iSA in PP is not smaller than HBall/iSA in PT results a p-

value of .043, which is in line with the result from HBPLUS as well as

that from FIRST with an energy cutoff at �0.1 kcal/mol: the ratio of

HBall/iSA in PT complexes is significantly higher than PP complexes

(Figure S1C and S2C). These results are also in agreement with a pre-

vious study that PT interface has more total HBs per 100 Å2 interface

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F IGURE 2 Comparison of interfacial hydrogen bonds based on FIRST with an energy cutoff of �0.6 kcal/mol: (A) the number of total
hydrogen bonds (HBall); (B) the number of SC–SC or SC–Base hydrogen bonds (HBSP); (C) the ratio of HBall to interfacial surface area (iSA); and
(D) the ratio of HBSP to iSA. ***p-value ≤ .001, **p-value ≤ .01
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area than that in PP.25 However, the HBSP/iSA ratio is the opposite,

suggesting relatively fewer interface HBSP in PT complexes when the

interface area is taken into consideration.

3.2 | Types of HBs at interface and within
intrachain

We compared the distributions of the HB types at complex interface

or within protein (intrachain) in PP, PT, and PD complexes and

between individual complexes of the same type of complexes.

Figure 3A and Table 3 show that there is no significant difference

among the types of HBs within proteins in all three types of com-

plexes. BB–BB HBs represent the largest number of overall HBs

within proteins (66%–69%) followed by the Mixed (17%–20%), and

SC–SC (14%) HBs, respectively (Figure 3A). This is not surprising

because the two major secondary structure types of the core protein

structure, α-helices, and β-sheets, are stabilized by backbone–

backbone HBs.

The distributions of the HB types at interface, however, are sig-

nificantly different from the intrachain and among the three types

of complexes (Figure 3B and Table 3). The percentages of SC–SC

HBs at interface increase dramatically when compared with those

within proteins while the BB–BB is the least type in all three com-

plexes. The proportions of BB–BB HBs at the interface are approxi-

mately one-third of those from intrachain in PP and PD complexes

and approximately half of that in PT complexes (Figure 3). The pro-

portions of interface SC–SC HBs are at least twice more than those

in intrachain in all three types of complexes. There is an increase of

the Mixed HB type at interface when compared with intrachain. In

PD complexes, the Mixed HB type consists of about half of all

interfacial HBs.

A previous study on protein–protein complexes indicated that the

larger number of BB–BB HBs within protein chains as compared to

the interface is likely due to the differences in the degrees of freedom

available to the corresponding atoms.14 On both PP and PT interfaces,

the highest proportion of HB types is SC–SC between interacting

components while the percentage of BB–BB HBs is the lowest. The

percentage of interface BB–BB HBs in PT complexes is higher than

those in the PP and PD complexes. It has been suggested that a higher

number of interface BB–BB HBs in PT complexes is a result of bridg-

ing beta strands at the interface between interacting peptides and

protein molecules.25 Once the interfacial beta-sheet containing com-

plexes are removed from the dataset, BB–BB HBs are comparable

between PP and PT complexes.25 Similar results were observed for

the comparison of HB types annotated by HBPLUS and by FIRST with

F IGURE 3 Comparisons of the distribution of different types of hydrogen bonds, backbone–backbone (BB–BB), sidechain–sidechain (SC–SC),
and Mixed (BB–SC and SC–BB) for (A) intrachain within proteins and (B) at interface of PP, PT, and PD complexes. The hydrogen bonds are
annotated from the FIRST program with an energy cutoff of �0.6 kcal/mol
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an energy cutoff of �0.1 kcal/mol (Table 3, Figures S3 and S4 and

Table S2).

Besides comparisons among the three different types of non-

redundant complexes, we also compared the distributions between

individual datasets for each type of complexes (Figures S5 and S6).

For example, PHDL is composed of homodimers and heterodimers

and the PD dataset has HS and MS complexes with different binding

specificity. We found that there is no significant difference in the dis-

tribution of HB types for both intrachain and at interface between HS

and MS (p values of .3743 and .6685, respectively) as well as between

homodimers and heterodimers (p values of .9371 and .9746, respec-

tively) from FIRST (Figure S5A). There is also no significant difference

of HB type distributions for intrachain and at interface between PHDL

and RDPP (p values of .992 and .246, respectively). While there is no

difference for the intrachain distributions between InterPep and

LEADS-PEP (p-value = .954), the interface distributions are different

(p-value = .003) from FIRST HB annotations (Figure S6A). This might

be a result of the relatively small LEADS-PEP dataset with a small

number of total HBs (Figure 2). Similarly, no significant differences

were found between any two of the above datasets of the same types

of protein–ligand complexes based on HBPLUS annotations

(Figures S5B and S6).

3.3 | Strength of HBs at interface and within
protein chain

We classified the strength of HBs into four categories based on HB

energy from the FIRST program with different energy cutoffs used in

previous studies as shown in Table 2.17,42,48 For intrachain HBs within

proteins, no significant differences were found among the three types

of complexes (Figure 4A and Table 4). Most of the HBs (66–69%) are

strong ones with lower than �1.5 kcal/mol energy (category IV) while

very few of them are of intermediate energy (<16% when categories

II and III are combined), suggesting that the HBs in all types of pro-

teins have similar energy distribution with predominantly strong HBs.

To investigate if the energy categories are related to different HB

types, we compared the distributions of each type of intrachain HBs in

each energy category (Figure 5A and Table S3). Similar trends for BB–

BB, SC–SC, and Mixed types were observed among the three types of

complexes and there is no significant difference of intrachain HB energy

distribution for each HB type among the PP, PT, and PD complexes.

There is a higher percentage of strong BB–BB HBs in all complexes, but

relatively fewer strong ones for the Mixed HBs, suggesting that the

major secondary structure types patterned by the BB–BB HBs are opti-

mized in terms of both distance and angle and form strong HBs.

TABLE 3 p values of chi-square tests between HB types from FIRST (�0.6 kcal/mol cutoff) and HBPLUS at interface and intrachain

Dataset1/Dataset2

Intrachain Interface Interface/Intrachain

FIRST HBPLUS FIRST HBPLUS Dataset FIRST HBPLUS

PPnrall, PDnrall 0.720 0.647 2.2e�16 0.025 PDnrall <2.2e�16 <2.2e�16

PTnrall, PDnrall 0.874 0.945 0.002 0.0005 PPnrall <2.2e�16 <2.2e�16

PTnrall, PPnrall 0.972 0.774 2.2e�16 <2.2e�16 PTnrall 8.904e�14 <2.2e�16

I II III IV

PP
PT
PD

categories

P
er
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n
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g

e 
o

f 
H

B
al

l
0

20
40

60
80

10
0

17.517.718.1

6.7 6.7 7.3 7.7 7.9 7.8

68.167.866.8

I II III IV

PP
PT
PD

categories

P
er

ce
n

ta
g

e 
o

f 
H

B
al

l
0

20
40

60
80

10
0

19.919.1

39

7.2 6.8 7.2 8.2 8.3 9.4

64.765.9

44.4

(A) (B)

F IGURE 4 Comparisons of the

distributions of hydrogen bond energy
for (A) intrachain and (B) at interface

TABLE 4 p values of chi-square tests
between HBE categories at interface and
within intrachain

Dataset1/Dataset2 Intrachain Interface Dataset Interface/intrachain

PPnrall, PDnrall 0.919 2.2e�16 PDnrall 5.3e�07

PTnrall, PDnrall 0.994 3.73e�06 PPnrall 0.871

PTnrall, PPnrall 0.995 0.5247 PTnrall 0.979
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However, the interface HB energy distributions among differ-

ent types of complexes are significantly different and exhibit a

unique pattern for the PD complexes (Figure 4B and Table 4). There

is a higher percentage of weak HB (category I) at PD complex inter-

face when compared to those in PP and PT complexes as well as

the intrachain HB energy in PD complexes. PD has the smallest

percentage of strong HBs (category IV) among the three types of

complexes. The difference between category I and IV HB percent-

age is much smaller in PD complexes (39% and 44.4%) than those in

PP (19.9% and 64.7%), and PT (19.1% and 65.9%) complexes

(Figure 4B). PP and PT complexes have similar distributions of inter-

face HB energy categories. In addition, the interface and intrachain

F IGURE 5 Comparison of (A) intrachain hydrogen bond energy and (B) interface hydrogen bond energy in different hydrogen bond types
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HB energy distributions in both PP and PT complexes are also simi-

lar (Table 4).

We also compared the energy distributions of each HB type

across interfaces (Figure 5B). Similar to the pattern observed for all

HBs in PD, energy distributions of different types of interface HB in

PD complexes also differ significantly from PP and PT complexes

while there is no significant difference between PP and PT complexes

(Table S3). Interestingly, SC–SC HBs in PD complexes have a much

larger percentage of strong, category IV HBs (59.5%) while the BB–

BB and Mixed types in PD complexes have more weak, category I

HBs (43.1% and 43.8%, respectively) than the SC–SC HBs (24.3%),

suggesting important functional applications of HBs in specific

protein–DNA interactions.

3.4 | Comparison of HBs between HS and MS
datasets

In our previous study, we demonstrated that highly specific HS

protein–DNA complexes have more HBs than the multi-specific MS

protein–DNA complexes, including both total HBs and sidechain–base

HBs.3 It is intriguing to see whether there is any relationship between

the HB strength and protein–DNA binding specificity. We first com-

pared the HB types and energy categories within proteins as well as

at the interface of HS and MS complexes. No significant differences

between HS and MS complexes were found in terms of energy cate-

gories (Figures S7 and S8) while there are significant differences

between the intrachain and interface for both HS (p-value:

9.673e�07) and MS complexes (p-value: 6.413e�07). We did observe

some statistically nonsignificant small differences. For example, the

number of SC–SC interface HBs in HS (32%) is slightly higher than

that in MS (28.2%; Figure S5A). Both HS and MS complexes show

similar interface HB energy distributions with an overall balance of

strong and weak HBs, but HS complexes have a slightly higher per-

centage of HBs in category IV (Figure S7).

Since both major and minor grooves are known to play important

roles in the base and shape readout mechanisms in specific protein–

DNA recognition,3,15,20,49 we compared the energy distributions of

total HBs and sidechain–base HBs in the major and minor grooves.

Between major and minor grooves, there is no significant difference

in terms of HB energy distributions within each type of PD com-

plexes, PDnrall, HS, and MS with high p values (data not shown). For

major groove HBs, while we observed more strong and fewer weak

major groove HBs in HS complexes than those in the MS complexes,

the differences in the energy distributions of HBall and HBSP in the

major groove between HS and MS complexes are not statistically sig-

nificant (Figure 6). However, we observed a significant difference in

the energy distributions in the minor groove for both HBall and HBSP

between HS and MS complexes (Figure 7). In general, HS complexes

have more strong HBs (category IV) and fewer weak HBs (category I)

than those in the MS complexes in the minor groove. The MS com-

plexes have about doubled the percentage of weak HBs in category I

than that in HS complexes. These results suggest a clear and impor-

tant role of HB energy of the minor groove in specific protein–DNA

interaction.

4 | DISCUSSION

Despite the generally known importance of HBs in protein–ligand

interactions, the relative contribution of different types of HBs, espe-

cially their energy in different types of complexes, is unknown. Previ-

ous studies mainly focused on analyses of the number of HBs. Here,

we performed a systematic comparative analysis of HBs and their

energy at the interface and within protein chains among three non-

redundant protein–ligand complexes, PP, PT, and PD. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first study that compares the energy of HBs

in different types of complexes. In addition, our use of large non-

redundant datasets not only maximizes the diversity of the complexes

but also avoids potential biases. Results between HBPLUS and FIRST
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are in high agreement even though they use different algorithms for

identifying HBs. We also showed similar results between individual

datasets for each type of complexes suggesting the results are robust

regardless of the datasets and the tools used for HBs annotations.

Our analyses revealed several important findings. First, for

intrachain HBs, our analysis not only corroborates several previous

findings,14,25 but also provides additional information by demonstrat-

ing no significant difference in the distributions of HB energy among

different complexes. Second, at the interface, the HB distributions of

PD complexes differ from both PP and PT complexes significantly in

three aspects: (a) the total number of HBs, the number of sidechain–

base HBs, and the normalized numbers by interface area in PD

complexes are significantly higher than those in both PP and PT com-

plexes; (b) more importantly, PD complexes have significantly differ-

ent distributions of HB types and energy than those of either PP or

PT complexes. There is a unique balance between strong and weak

HBs in protein–DNA interfaces; and (c) there is a significant difference

of the minor groove HBs between HS and MS complexes with HS

having more low energy strong HBs.

Our comparative analyses on energy categories are based on HB

energy cutoffs (�0.1, �0.6, �1.0, and �1.5 kcal/mol) from previous

studies (Table 2).17,42,48 To test if similar results can be observed with

different HB energy discretization, the HBs were grouped using a

larger energy range separated by �0.1, �0.7, �1.3, and �2.0 kcal/mol

(Table S4). The results of HB energy distributions, shown in

Figures S9–S12 and Tables S5 and S6, are in agreement with conclu-

sions (Figures 4–7, Tables 4 and S3) with energy ranges in Table 2,

suggesting our key findings are not affected by different discretization

of HB energy.

The above findings have important functional and practical impli-

cations. While omitting HB information in assessing predicted PP and

PT complex models may have minimal effect, our results suggest con-

sideration of HBs is beneficial to quality assessment of protein–DNA

complex models since both the raw number and the normalized num-

ber of interface HBs in PD complexes are much higher than those in

PP and PT complexes. The use of conserved numbers of native HBs in

models was suggested to evaluate the quality of protein–peptide

models.50 We found that using the number of HBs can improve qual-

ity assessment of protein–DNA complex models.51 However, due to

the unique pattern of interface HB energy distributions in PD com-

plexes and the dynamic nature of macromolecules, it could help model

evaluations by considering the HB energy instead of using the raw

number of HBs. We demonstrated in our previous study that the

accuracy of structure-based prediction of transcription factor binding

sites could be improved by adding an HB energy term.52,53

Our data also provide an insight into the mechanism of binding

specificity between protein and DNA. We observed an approximate

balance of high and low energy interface HBs in PD complexes, but

not in the other two types of complexes (Figures 4B and 5B). One

possibility of such difference lies in the geometry of interacting com-

ponents as geometry is one of the key factors affecting HBE and

strength.46 While DNA is not a rigid molecule, the double-helical

nature restricts the atoms that can form optimal HBs with protein

sidechains while the peptide and protein surfaces have a relatively

higher flexibility to position atoms for stronger HBs. Other than the

unique structure of DNA double-helix that contributes to the pattern

of energy distribution, it may also reflect the kinetics of protein–DNA

recognition and binding, and the functions of many DNA binding pro-

teins. For example, most of the DNA binding proteins are transcrip-

tion factors, which bind to conserved DNA binding sequences while

allowing variations at certain sites to regulate gene expression. Recent

structural and dynamic analyses have shown that transcription factors

typically bind to a preferred strand of the DNA double helix.19,54 A

fine balance of strong and weak HBs helps transcription factors bind

to conserved yet different sequences by allowing easier association

and disengagement. This is further supported by the comparison
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between protein–DNA complexes of different binding specificity.

Highly specific DNA binding proteins have more strong HBs than the

MS group comprising transcription factors (Figures 6 and 7).3

The most interesting finding is from the DNA minor groove HB

analysis. Both the energy of all HBs and the sidechain–base HBs of

highly specific protein–DNA complexes are significantly different

from that of multi-specific protein–DNA complexes (Figure 7). While

it is generally thought that minor groove contacts play little role in

conferring specific protein–DNA interactions, more studies have

shown that this might not be the case. It has been reported that local

sequence-dependent minor groove shape plays an important role in

specific recognition between protein and DNA.15,20,55–57 The number

of contacts in minor grooves of HS complexes is more than that in MS

complexes and the HS complexes contain wider minor grooves than

MS,3 thus making it possible for optimal orientation of atoms to form

stronger HBs. Our results further demonstrate that the minor groove

HBs play more critical roles in conferring binding specificity than pre-

viously thought.
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